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PREFACE
In view or the ract that the larger number or
patients in the mental hospitals today is comrosed
of those most unfortunate ina1v1auals suffering from
the srlit personality type or mental illness, called
schizophrenia, I thought it would be very interesting
to do a Dit of "reaaing research

11

on the disease.

I

have attempted to descril)e the outstanding characteristics or all four types of schizophrenia, and to give,
when possiole, a rew pointers which might be helpful
in recognizing the possible early stages of the disease,
because I believe that any teacher should oe well
aware of the ract that he or she mig:ht have in their
charge, in the classroom, a rotential schizophrene.
rhe disease finds that the ages from 15 to 30 are the

1

most popular ror its attack.

T'hererore, 1t shall

not be at a11 preposterous, to expect early symptoms
of the aisease to be jrought rorth in the classroom.
Success in the treatment of schizophrenia is dependent
on an early detection--another reason why teachers
st10uld. not shut their eyes and c1ose their mtnjs to

11

the possibilities or having to work with and teach
a potential schizophrene.
I do not claim that any one after reading this
paper, or I, after writing it, shall be qualified to
go into the field and diagnose schizophrenic mental
disorders, as would a psychiatrist.

Neither is this

the purpose or this paper, because that type or work
exclusively belongs to a specialist.

In fact, it

could very probably be a major catastrophe and not
at all beneficial for the teacher or parent to attempt
diagnosing a case.

But, as I said before, I do oelieve

that it is urgently necessary that parents and teachers
do recognize the danger signals of schizophrenia ana
seek to discover their significance.
I have devoted a gooa portion or this paper
towards discussing also, the etiology of schizophrenia.
our scientists in the past century alone, have made
wonderful strides in medicine.

Smallpox, the dreaded

aisease of the past centuries has been halted, and
almost eliminated from the societies of the modern and
advancing nations, oecause our scientists have discovered
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and improved the methods or immunization.

Typhoid

fever has been defeated and checked in its scourge
or htunanity, because our scientists have round the
cause of the disease.

Ir the cause can be discovered

in time, then it is only a matter or time before any
disease can be checked.

In many (or maybe I should

say all) or our mental diseases, there lies a cause.
But, in the case or mental diseases, there are more
complications in checking, because we cannot immunize
against a mental disease by injecting an anti-toxin
into an individuals body.

Neither can we check mental

disorders by destroying all mosquitoes and other such
vermin.

In other words, we have no real inrrnunization

ror the disease.

The nearest we can come to immuniza-

tion ror mental diseases, is scientific theory.

Many

very good articles are printed every week in our leading magazines concerning mental health, many wonderful
books are written and published covering in detail how
to keep mental health and mental stability.

But, this

is not enough, even though the theories expressed by
our mental hygienists are good, pure and sound.

A

iv
person's lite is a drastically complicated maze of
individual problems.

It is a cormnon fact that it

is entirely an impossibility to schedule one's life
in accordance to a volume of theories.

But, it is

not at all fantastic, or even impossible, to redirect
ones efforts down another path or in a different
direction, if the path that he is now following, is
'being detrimental to his well being and mental health.
'l'hererore, it is exceedingly important to learn why
people react as they do, and thererore rind the underlying causes of the mental disease.

Many theories

have been passed on by men from many centuries, including the present one, concerning mental diseases.

Many

of them might cause us to raise our eyebrows in skepticism., because or the alarming similarity to superstition; many other explanations and theories are scientifically sound.

But, by taking all of these theories, and

using them all when practicable, our psychiatrists have
been making remarkable striaes in checking mental disorders.
Our schizophrene patients are sick, they are a

V

liabill ty to society, and they need help.

'l'hey should

be of national concern, by all people, but unfortunately,
I fear that they are not.

Only unt11 a personal fr1enct

or a 1oved one becomes so afflicted, ao any of us bother
to think alJout the seriousness of the whole problem, and
then in all probability it is tatcen only as a personal
problem--either in sympathy, self pity, or in shame of
having a

II

crazy person" in the family.

we should be

concerned with the problem for the sake of our re11ow
men, and for the sake or our nation, rather than for
the sake of our own innate ree11ngs.
Schizophrenia is responsible for a1-,proximate1y
twenty-three percent or the first adn1issions to state
hosvi tals in the state of Massachusetts.

In New -YorK,

the adinission rate is twenty-six percent ror the first
ad.missions.
been shown

'i'hroughout the country as a whole, as has
by

reports or thE;. United. States Census

Bureau, schizophrenia constitutes twenty-two percent
or a11 the psychoses represented in the first admissions
to mental hospitals.

Fifty percent of all patients in

state hospitals are suffering from schizophrenia.

CHAPT~H. I
IN'l1RODUC'l'I0N TO ~CHI LJ01-'HR.C.:NIA

As a boy, Napoleon Bonaparte was teased by his
comrades because 01· his poverty and because or his
small stature, until 11re became almost unbearable
for him.

Instead of breaK:ing him, this teasing was,

no doubt, one or the incentives which led to the development of that personal charm which attracted. to him so
many loyal friends and won the su~port or n1s ro11owers.
'l1 heoctore

Roosevelt was a weak, as,:;hmat1c boy or

unpromising appearance ana was haunted with numerous
rears.

In spite of these hanaicaps, he became a mod.el

or courage, pleasing personality, and physical endurance.
Other individuals, with rewer hana1caps than these,
break under the strain that the load or life places
upon them.

In everyaay life we rind. nU1nerous misfits

who spend their time nursing their ailments as an
excuse for their 1nao111ty to accomplish anything worth
while.

In our hospitals ror mental aiseases we see

individuals who have run from life in one way or another.
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Some have aeveloped an attitude of indifference toward
lire; and these sit for hours, weeks, years, and ortentimes, for the remainder or the:l'r lives, totally dissociated rrom their environment.

Others have built up

fa1se be1iers or one sort or another in order to explain
their defeat.

Still others have adoptea cycles
or wild
,

excitement and emotional derression in order to rorget
their difficulties.
In reference to the causation of mental disorders,
it is customary to s:reak of 1:redisposing ana exciting
causes.

By predisposing causes, we loo.K ror ractors or

conditions in the individual which render him resistant
or non-resistant to the stress and shock or lire.

some

inaiviauals are stable--regardless what disappointments
may come, ana regara1ess how many frustrations or stresses
or shock may strite, they do not 1ose their ro1se.

un-

aoubtea1y, Napoleon Bona~arte and Theodore Roosevelt, are
both examples of those kinds of people.

'l'heir balance,

or their ability to reactJust to new concti tions confronting them, was in some marvelous manner, kept at a mental
equ111·br1 um.
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8ut, on the other hand, there are those unfortunate
individuals who seemingly lose the capacity to r,ursue
their normal daily regimen, even under relatively slight
frustrations.

'l'he resistances that the individual

carries a.Long with him in life may ·De thought or as the
predisposing causes.

the particular circumstances which

frustrate or shock, may be thought or as the exciting
causes.
Lire is, from the beginning to the end, a struggle,.
a fight, to exist in the face of circumstances designed
to crush.

Few, if any, or us go through this struggle

unscathed.

Some meet the simpler entanglements only

to succumb when the situation becomes more complicated.
t>ome are ab1e to keep the major rart of their personalities
intact, but show the marks or the confLicts that they
have encountered.

No two persons meet a difficulty in

life in the same way, and the effects of the encounter
are different !'or different people.

Some people adJust

easily to lifes trials, while others seem to have an
exceptionally hard time in meeting the life exigencies.

4

'l1hrovgl1out this struggle and turmoil, if an 1nd.1 viuual is ab1e to care for himself and. fill a niche
in society, he is considered normal.

Ir he cannot

integrate his varying experiences into a coordinated.
whole, or if he cannot satisfactorily ad.Just his life
to the lives of others, his ma1actJustments give rise
to peculiarities of behavior which we call symptoms.
It is to a 1imi-ced class of these symptoms with which
this raper is concerned, name..Ly, schizophrenia.
In the earlier years or the medical history or
mental diseases, Kraeplin, a man to whom we owe much
ror the mod.em classification or mental a.isease, first
gave the name "dementia praecox" to a form or insanity
affecting primarily only young peo:r,le and. leading as
a rule to a progressive mental cteterioration.l 'l'his
tenn, however, is not very aescr1pt1ve or the cona1t1ons

James C. Coleman, Abno:nn.a.1 Psychology and. Mod.em
Life (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and. Company, 1B50), p. G~.
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of the disorder.

Many of the cases of so-called dementia

p:rvd.ecox cteve1op 1a ter than the adolescent period, and
in a large number or these cases there is no permanent
dementia.

'l'here are, and have Deen many Known cases

of the disease occurring in middle agea persons.

In

spite of this fact however, we must be aware of the
fact that the disease does seem more prevalent in young
people between the ages of 15 and 30.
In 1911, Bleuler introduced a new term describing
this type of mental d.isease.2 '!'he tenn. introduced by
Bleuler was "schizophrenia", which literally means a
splitting of the personality, and although it is not
particularly a correct description of the various types
of' reactions round. in the disease, it does not have
the obvious defects of the term "dementia praecox".
Proba0ly the most outstanding things that do mark the
symptoms of schiZophrenia is a loss of the social sentiments or feelings, and not a split personality, as the

term schizophrenia would indicate.
i::::

Ibid.

In spite of the

6

discrepancies of the term schizophrenia", the nomen0

clature is still used in reference to the disease, due
to the absence of a better title.
In no othe·r psychosis does the development of
symptoms seem to be such a continuous process as in
schizophrenia.

When a pa'tients lire history is

reviewed, it almost looks as though he had been preparing himself from infancy for a career as a
schizophrene.

The schizophrenes are people who have

always been withdrawn, concerned with their own
affairs anct disinclined to battle with reality.
Phantasy is their refuge, in which 'they can discount
'their deficiencies and appear 'to 'themselves as
successful people.

Often these individuals are

good pupils in 'their child.hood, and some are
promising students before their illness overtakes
them.

They are typical introverts, always looking

inward on themselves.

Whatever the cause, whe'ther

the patient takes refuge more and more in phantasy
until reality seems less substantial than his dreams,
or whether some dis'turbance in the economy of the

! '
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!

endocrine glands influences the mental state, for
the disease is a type of functional psychoses, the
development or the schizoid reaction is striking
and characteristic.
Probably the most outstanding characteristic
of schizophrenia is a marked change in the emotional
field.

The patient exhibits striking indifference or

apathy in his emotional reactions.

He loses all

interest in friends, relatives and loved ones and
shows extreme indifference to matters which ordinarily
would arouse him to fear, anger or sorrow.

If he is

told that his mother is dead, or that he has lost his
fortune, he often calmly remarks that that is too bad,
and goes on with whatever other activity he happens
to be engaged in.

Along

w1 th

'this degree of emotional

blunting, there are found traces of a flight from
reality.

The patient seems to have become lost in

his dreams ana now evidences difficulty in distinguishing fact from fancy.3 The normal individual
3

Roy Dereus and Wilson Shaffer, Abnonnal Ps~chology
(Baltimore: The Williams and Wilkins company, 1 34). p. G22.
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does a considerable amount of day dreaming, but he
is able to return to the perceptual present.

The

schizophrenic merely evidences the reaction in a
greater degree and loses his contact with reality.
Another distinguishing characteristic of the
schizophrenic is the apparent lack or harmony between
the emotional ana inte1lectua1 reactions.

Ideas

which in the average individual are closely associated
with fear, anger, rage and love are experienced by
the patient without any apparent accompaniment of
emotion.4 The personality change is widespread,
the patient frequently losing all pride in his
appearance and behavior.

The most immaculate

indi-

viduals become untidy in dress, slovenly in manner
and dirty in habit.

The patient usually withdraws

within himself; he lives in an internal environment,
rather than an external environment.

His attention

to external things is poorly sustained; meanwhile he
seems preoccupied with his thoughts and feelings.
His emotional life is altered, and he is irritable,

Ibictl.
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suspicious, and fearful.
trusts no one.

He confides 1n no one; he

He may attack in self defense; he may

attempt suicide in order to escape his persecutors.
Yet, acts of violence are rare, and the schizophrenic
patient is apt to seek refuge in solitude.

In time,

the realities or the external world lose interest for
him.

In the advanced stages or deterioration, the

patient leads a life that is slightly more than
vegetative.5 He sits half concealed in corners, and
if left undisturbed, he may even stay in bed.

If

recovery 1s sufficiently early, there may be a relatively
small impairment of' the mental faculties.

'fhe 1ater

the recovery however, the greater the likelihood or
damage to the intellect ana the personality.
The schizophrenic patient is often under the
influence or auditory hallucinations.

He hears voices

outside his window or in hollow walls, he says that
people speak to him by radio or telepathy--that they
yell at him through megaphones.

A voice may be

identified as that of a particular person; it may

c. s. Bluemel, The Troubled Mind (Baltimore:
The Williams and Wilkins company, 1938), p. 426.

be
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heard as the voice of a stranger; there may be several
voices talking to him 1n a mumbled conversation, none

or

which he can hear well enough to understand.

Voices

may sre aK abus1 vely, they may speak endearingly, they
:may speaK connnandingly.
Visual hallucinations are 1ess connnon than
auditory ha11ucinat1ons.

None the less the patient

may see faces that grimace at him, he may see children
without anns, he may see corpses lying in the water.
Usually the hallucinations are of an annoying or
alarming character, though this is not necessarily
the case.

A patient may see grotesque or comical

figures.
Olfactory hallucinations are encountered in
schizophrenia.

The patient may imagine that he smells

poison gas, ether, or sulphur.
are also connnon.
various forms

or

Somatic ha11uc1nations

The patient often describes them as
bodily pain and discomfort.

There

may be sensations of pounding, throbbing, or pulling
in the head, there may be pains in different parts

or

the body, as though from fly-bites or burns from

matches.
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Changes in -Che use of the language frequently
manifest the deterioration.

In early stages, the

patient may continue to speak and write with fair
coherence and intelligibility; but with the progress
of the psychosis, both coherence and intelligibility
progressively disappear.
'rhus far, schizophrenia has been spoKen of
co11ectively.

Somewhat arbitrarily though, the

disease is classified into several different types.
The four most conrrnon types of schizophrenia as listed
by Coleman, are; 6
1.
2.
3.
4.

Simple schizophrenia
Hebephrenic schizophrenia
Catatonic schizophrenia
Paranoid schizophrenia

Each of these four types of schizophrenia sna11 now
be

briefly discussed, because of the widely different

types or pictures that may be presented through a
study of the cases.

It should be kept in mind,

however, that it is practically impossible to fit
any case definitely into one classification, because
usually any case of schizophrenia shall have
0

Coleman, op. cit., p. 243.
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characteristic symptoms of two, three, and sometimes
all tour types or the disease.

Under such circumstances,

in order to maKe a classification or the case, it must
be

noted and ~aKen into account, which type or

schizophrenia is most broadly represented in that
individual case, and then classify that case
accordingly.

CHA.YrER II

SIMPLE T1t'E OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
The mildest forms of regression which are severe
enough to

be

considered patho1og1ca1, are most connnonly

known as simple dementia praecox or simple schizophrenia.

The hospital statistics undoubtedly do not

indicate the prevalence of this disorder, because so
many or these people are able to take care of themselves outsiae oft he mental hospi ta.1, and consequently,
a large number of the cases are not recorcted. 7
'l'he diagnosis of "this disorder is usually based
on a charac-ceristic history.

'l1 he

simple schizophrenic

individual as a child, usually shows promise of
being a normal, well adJusted citizen.

He progresses

in school normally, seemingly gets along with his
peers, takes an active part and interest in school
and social activities and is generally regarded as
a normal cni~d in every way.

And then, like a thief

in the night, without anybody apparently being able
Roy Dorcus and Wilson Shaffer, Abnonnal Psycho1ogy
(Baltimore: The Yiilliarns and Wilkins company, 1934), p. GG4.
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to explain the reasons or even noticing the difference,
for a time, the conditions of the persons life changes.
The child begins to lack interest in things, he becomes
seclusive, cares little or nothing for social activities,
and his teachers complain that he has become lazy and
that he is failing in his work.

They then usually try,

in the old traditional style, to bribe him, coax him,
ana then discipline him, with no avail.

Very orten,

the individual is quite inactive and is apparently
dreaming while others are actively interested in their
environment.

Often, as a reaction to the attempts of

his teachers and friends to stimu1ate him, he may
either grow sulky or irritable or both in turn.
Now this change in the disposition of the child
does not constitute enough evidence to make a diagnosis
of simple schizophrenia.

Many young peop1e at the

time or adolescence show the erfect of adJustment to
difficulties incident to this period.

Most persons

come through this period with but few residual effects.
What distinguishes the simple schizophrenic is that he
continues to show the reactions

or

this period through-
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out the rest of his life.

Consequently, it is only

after a long continued display of these reactions
that simp1e schizophrenia can be diagnosed.

It is

important to bear in mind that the onset of simp1e
schizophrenia need not always come at the stage of
adolescence.

In fact, Bleuler gives a case that became critical at the age of fifty. 8 A man who had

been a successful school teacher, at the age of fifty
began to show a laxness in his work.

His aiscip1ine

relaxed, and his teaching became so poor that his
resignation was requested.

·this man was not able to

see the trouble in himself, and instead, he demanded
increases in salary and entered into litigation
11

about his rights ...
It is not at all uncommon to find one or more

cases of simple schizophrenia in any town, no matter
its size.

when we do see one of these individuals,

our thoughts usually turn to pity, and we wonder What
the future might hold for these innnature, uncreative
individuals.

'!'he truth of -Che matter is, he becomes

Eugene Bleuler, Pmhiatry (New Yor}Ct Macmillan
and Company, 19G4), p.
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a ne'er-do-well.

The final stage in the history of

these unfortunate individuals is a long, drawn out
life of shiftlessness.

They become hoboes, prostitutes,

pseudo-geniuses, cranks, and eccentrics.

'I'hey harm

no one, but they also can never get along with any
one.

'l'hese people infest the employment agencies.

An agency can secure a job for them, and then for no
reason at a11, and with a barrage of excuses for
camouflage, they quit and come bacK to ask for more
help towards finding ano~her job.

If it happens

that they are born in families where there is
sufficient financial support, they become typical
0

1ounge-1izards" or idle "old maids".

with no

financial backing, they become "happy hooligans".

CHAP'l~ER III
HEBEPHRENIC TYPE OF SCHIZOPHHENIA
There 1s nothing more inconstant or more
inscrutable than the syndrome of hebephrenic dementia
praecox.

'rhe disease can scarcely be defined because

there is no uniformity in the symptoms displayed by
different patients, ana no constancy in the symptoms
presented in an individual case.

It might almost be

said that there are as many types or hebephrenia as
there are patients themselves, the reactions to the
disease being so d1versified. 9 The hebephrenic patient
usually dispiays his eccentricities in his manner, in
comparison with the paranoid patient, who displays
his aberration through speech.
·the most prominent symptom of hebephrenia is
emotional deterioration, which is mucn more pronounced
than in the case of simple schizophrenia.

'l'he individual

is indifferent to anything 1n his environment that
would arouse an affective reaction in a normal person.
9

c. s. Bluemel, The '! roubled Mind ( Baltimore: The
1

Williams and Wilkins Company, 1938), p. 432.
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On the other hand, for no apparent reason, he is
.Likely to burst forth with a silly laughter.

·rh1s

symptom is called intra-psychic ataxia; that is,
there is a 1ac1< of coordination between the inte11ectua1
and the emotional life.IO

Such a type of emotional

reaction makes an observer feel as though he were in
a different realm.

Such a reaction on the part of

the observer may be referred to as a lack of empathy,
1. e., a lacK of ability to feel oneself into the
situation or the patient.

This lack of empathy is

no doubt caused by the fact that the patient rea11y
is living in a different realm.

The process active

in a hebephrenic is a withdrawal from the realities
of life, or as might be said, he is hiding within
himself, ana in so doing, he builds around himself,
a barrier that cannot be broken down by ordinary means.
In the perceptual field the hebephrenic apparently
has a lack of intake.

Heally, the patient does not

lack in the ability for perceptual intake, but he is
definitely not interested in what is going on, and

10

Ibid.
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therefore takes in little of it.

His attentions are

direct&~ solely toward his own asS>ciations and he
resists any breaking through from the outside world.
Usua11y the hebephrenic is actively hallucinated
in the visual, cutaneous., ana especially., the auditory
fields.

'l'he hallucinations are ordinarily disagreeable

in content., and are usually in the form or voices
calling the patient vile names., and accusing him or
immoral practices.

The patient may see disagreeable

scenes and feels himself manipulated by human hands.,
or imagines strange animals manipulating his body.
'l'hese hallucinations form no consistent scheme., and
are orten bizarre and extremely varied. 11 The patient
may frequently display a silly., fugac1ous., and
meaningless smile., whicn is apparently a reaction to
his preoccupation and hallucinatory thought.

He may

laugh aloud when alone ana may talk to himself and
utter audible protests.

At times., he may give way to

impulsive actions and may run from his room screaming.,
or may strike a bystander for no apparent reason.
11

Roy Darcus and Wilson Shaffer., Abnonnal
Psycho1ogi ( Baltimore: 'l'he Williams and Wilkins
Company., 934)., p. ~o3.

As

~o
with any form of schizophrenia, the patient reacts
to h1s
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internal environment.. rather than his external

environment.

His actions are therefore unpredictable,

which makes him all the more, potentially dangerous.
'!'he hebephrenic individual builds no defenses
against his dif!1cult1es.

He has retreated from

conflict and fails to see that there is anything to
be disturbed about.

He goes back to lower and lower

levels o:r adjustment, even -co the extremes of acting
like a little child who takes absolutely no responsibility in life.

'l'he patient may act like a tiny infant,

crying in a silly manner, forgetting how to talk, and
even how to walk.

In the most extreme cases of

hebephrenic deteriora-cion, the patient may sit,
curled in a heap, drooling at -che mouth, babbling
incoherently, or creeping on the floor.

All of these

acts of reversion to childhood, have been classified
as acts of regression.12
12
Janes v. May, "The Dementia Praecox-schizophrenia
Problem," ·rhe American Journal Of Psychiatry, CV
(January, !932), 430.
-

CHA.l-'TER IV
CArfA'fONIC 'rYPE OF' SCHIZOPHru;NIA

Superficially, at least, the catatonic reaction
types are more easily ctistingu1sha'Jle than are the
other schizophrenic pictures.

'l'he cases are sometimes

separated into two classes, the first characterized
by stupor and the second by excitement.

'l'hey can

probably be more accurately aescribea, however, as
alternating states or depression, excitement and
stupor.

'l he aisease is characterized by the presence
1

or trance-like states, by the assumption or fixed
attitudes, and by the meaningless repetition of stereotyped movements.

'!'here 1s or course, the usual aberra-

tion of schizophrenia, out 1n aadition there is the
bizarre disturbance of mobility which distinguishes
the catatonic form. of the aisease.
1'he emotional life or the catatonic patient has
no relation to the envirorunenta1 situations of the
moment.

Due to this reason, some observers have

said that their excitement is free from any emotion.

It probably seems nearer the truth to assume rrom
their conduct that catatonics do have emotional
responses but that these are primarily ctue to visceral
tensions which are denied an adequate objective outlet.
'l'he excitement of the catatonic is wholly senseless
and ror this reason may be dangerous.

The patient will

shout, throw himself about on his bed, or go through
other wild movements.

'l'hese are like.Ly to be repeated

in the same fonn over and over again.
Often the patients assume an arfectea or dramatic
air.

'l'he1r gestures, manners, and fantastic aress

frequently survive the period of excitement and persist
through the quiet i:er1ods.

some ratients will hop on

one foot ror months instead of walking; others will
invariably respond to all questions by using the same
phrase; still others will not eat their rood without
first mixing it up into a disgusting mess; others,
again, wi11 walk back and rorth on a short path all
ctay long, taking alternately a certain number of steps
forward and the same number backward.
could be multiplied indefinitely.

Such examples

Most frequently
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these ~eculiarities in the conduct of the patient
are purely automatic and remain inexplicable.
Patients of the catatonic type, as stated previously, are sometimes dangerous, because of their
acts due to momentary impulses.

Quite often patients

or this type will suddenly and with no warning commit
acts of violence.

One patient who had been in a

stupor for years suddenly jumped rrom his bed, hit
an attendant such a blow that he broke his jaw, then
went back to be1 and remained in a stupor ror another
period or years .13 'l'he ca ta tonic ierson may suddenly
hurt some one who gets into his way, but actually
there is nothing vicious 1n his intentions.

~he

catatonic patient cannot be understood, because of
his internal orientation, so that one cannot predict
what he will do.

It is therefore extremely dangerous

to try to ~lay with him.
Up to this :point, we have discussed primarily

13

J. Morgan, 'rhe Psychology Of Abnormal People

(New York:

Longmans, Green and Co., 1940), 5ol.
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that type of catatonic affliction characterized. by
excitement.

As previously statea, we also fina the

catatonic victims reverting to stupor and mtitism.

When

in catatonic immobility a ratient appears to be in a
state of trance.

It 1s eviaent, however, that he is

merely motionless; the impression or trance is derived
because the patient is recumbent instead of erect,
ana because his eyes are closed insteaa of open.

'l'he

patient sometimes retains this trance-like immobility
for weeks, or months, voiding his excretions automatically, and taking no rooa except oy tube feect.ing.
Nevertheless he is not unconscio1)s.

In fact, he is

often resistive when an attempt is made r.o feed him
or bathe him, and he may shut his eyes vigorously
when an attempt is made to lift the lids.

Upon re-

covering from his trance like state he may describe
his experiences ana repeat what was said in his
presence.
rrhe catatonic stupor is not an emotional depression, out the i::atient is rea11y in an introvertive
stupor.

In this cond.i tion, he has so retired. into
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himself, that he is like an automaton and may be
pushed arcund as one would push a dummy.

Very orten

in this condition, he exhibits the symptons aescr1oed
as "waxy flexibility".

His arms, legs or other limbs

or his body may be rut into the most grotesque rosi tions
and he will maintain these 1,ositions indefinitely.

'l'he

patient will repeat automatically what is said to him,
a condition Known as "echola11a", or he w111 imitate
exact.1.y what he sees o"thers do, this condition being
Known as "echopraxia".

In the more aavancea stages

of th,is stupor, the patient will remain absolutely
motionless and speechless and must De tube-fed.

In

this condition, he often ~ecomes resistive (negativ1st1c)
ana wi11 oppose any attempt to make him move or act in
any manner.
Catatonia probably represents a most violent
attempt to escape rrom as insistent mental conflict
by the use of the most extreme repression.

'!'he catatonic

excitement results from substituting the most infantile
forms or senseless activities for anything which would
approach an adequate emotional expression.

When the
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final futility of meaningless activity becomes too
apparent, the :ra tient retreats into the stuporous
condition which is often so profound that it almost
compares with death.

This resort to the bliss of

oblivion provides a temporary haven from his difficulties
and enables him to gain a temporary freedom from the
insistence or unacceptable cravings.

A study of the

ideas of catatonic patients suggests that perverse
and tabooed sexual ideas predominate in their conflicts~
and that their fear for these su·bjects leads them to
a precipitate retreat.
All cases of catatonia have a background of mild
beginnings, and it is in the early stages that preventive work can be effective.

All parents and teachers

should be constantly on the lookout ror symptoms of
this disorder.

In order to do this, they must study

carefully the nature of the emotional cycles of the
children, and then incessantly Keep a watch for any
changes which might occur in the process or time.

CHAPTER V
PARANOID TY.PE OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
The fourth, and probably the most common type of
schizophrenia is the paranoid reaction, whicn type or
insanity develops over a long period of years.

Usually,

the people acquiring this form of mental illness, nave
always been of a suspicious doubting. nature, quick to
see slights and insults and to detect unworthy impulses
in those about them.

Perhaps, they have a conviction

that they were born to do great things, and the failure
of life to allow them to do so, makes them bitter and
willing to see enmity in others.

In any case concerning

its cause, a powerful feeling or inrerior1ty seems to
,

be

the starting point or their difficulties, or perhaps

an early sign of them.
To serve as a measure of clarification, it is
necessary at this point to state the difference between
true paranoia, anotner distinctly different mental
illness, and paranoid schizophrenia.

Nathaniel Thornton

makes the distinction between the two by saying that
"in paranoia, the ideas or persecution and the delusions

~8

or greatness are better systemat1zed;that they appear,
1! one may employ such an expression, more log1ca1.•1 4
Gradua11y from being suspicious and sensitive,
the paranoid i:at1ent becomes obsessed with the idea
that his neighbors have a grudge against him and are
going to do him dirt.
and followed.

He thinks that he 1s watched

He interprets innocent actions as

signs airected against himself, and every new injury
which he fancies he detects is ritted into the growing
system or delusional beliefs.

As the illness advances,

he begins to think that since so much trouble is being
taken to hurt and offend him, then he must

be

someone

important, and then very shortly, he begins to entertain
the idea that he really is someone really important.15
Paranoid schizophrenia 1s very difficult to
recognize at the beginning, for the patient's 1nteiiigence

14

Nathaniel 'rhornton, Problems In Abnormal
Behaviour ( Garden City, New York: Biue Ribbon Books, 1948),
p. 150.
15

The foregoing characteristics of paranoid patients
have been borrowed from many authors, too numerous to
mention.
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is as good as ·ever, apart from his suspicions of "those
about him.

He behaves with normal decorum until he

reaches a stage at which he considers the injuries
done him call for retaliation.

At this point he may

begin to write offensive letters, entangle himself in
foolish litigation, or make a general nuisance of
himself 1n other ways.

In the 1ong run it becomes

necessary to certify him as insane, for the sake of
his relatives, or of ~hose whom he is molesting;
unfortunately, because he has no insight into his
condition, he usua11y regards this step as rurther
evidence of persecution.
The outlook in well developed paranoid schizophrenia
1s poor.

Not more than five or six recoveries have

been recorded.

'l'he o.1cter the patient grows tne more

closely he clings to his delusional beliefs.

There

are some cases, however, of paranoid states in which
the delusions are circumscribed and never reach a
' :1

complete system, and these may clear up.16
It appears that the victims of paranoid

16

Harry Roberts, The rrroubled Mind (New York:
E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1939), p. 194.
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schizophrenia have been victims o:r lesser degree all
their lives.

Only through the ever increasing weight

placed upon them by the passing years, has -Che disease
expanded to the greater degree experienced in paranoid
schizophrenia.

'!'he teacher and parent again, in this

case should be always on the

100~

out tor any hidden

symptoms o:r this disease in the children o:r which
they have charge.

As previously stated, after the

disease has reached its advanced stages, a cure is
practically impossible.

But, a cure is not impossible,

1! the disease is checked in it's infancy.

;11

CHAPTj!;R VI
ETIOLOGY OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
'l'he attempts -co explain the nature of schizophrenia
are, as might be expected, varied and conf lic·ting.
Heredity, auto-intoxication, focal infection, and a
failure to adapt to the environment, have all received
serious attention.

'11herefore,

it can go without

mentioning that in this paper, the reader should not
expect an elaborate diagnosis and resume or tne
etiology of schizophrenia.

Instead, there shall be

mentioned only a few of the historical and the more
recent trends in the study of this phase or ttie mental
disease.

There are scores of reports 1n the numerous

editions or psychological and psychiatric journals
which are avaiiable, concerning etiology of schizophrenia.
the problem of post-partum mental disorders is
almost as old as medicine itself.

Hippocrates, Celsus

and Galen, to mention only a few or the most outstanding
personalities of medical antiquity, all observed postpartum. psychoses.

Hippocrates considered that the

3G

bleeding of the nipples or a woman recently delivered
or a baby was an ominous sign pointing to a possible
onset or mania.

According to Hippocrates, due to the

fact that the m11k of the woman being suppressed,
supposedly, a mental disorder was in the offing. Of
course, this is an obsolete and antiqua-ced as well
as a fallacious belief.

In recent years, Dr. Gregory

Zilboorg has made extensive studies in the direction
or 'the post-partum cases, and he has drawn up the
following conclusions per'tain1ng to these types of
women: 17
11

1. women who succumb to a post-partum schizophrenia

have as a rule, reached the middle and more
frequently the end or their third decade of
lite, and quite frequently are in their late
thirties.
G. They all seem to have been arrested in their
growth on what Freud terms the phallic stage;
hence they are ail chronic masturbators,
homosexuality as a ru1e, not coming to the
fore except in the psychosis.
3. They unconsciously have a desire 'to belong
to the ma1e, rather than the fema1e species."

Therefore, according to Dr. ZilbOorg, being consistently
frigid, the majority of the women show a significant
momentary sexual awaKening just previous to the onset
of 'the acute phase or the psychosis.

some time after

J..7

Gregory Zi1boorg, Dynamics Of Schizophrenic
Keactions Re1ated 'l'o Pregnancy and Childbirth, .. The
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child birth (this perioa varies from a weeK to five or
six months), they suddenly insist on intercourse,
probably the first -cime since their marriage, and it
is at this time that they may experience their first
orgasm.

Shortly afterwards, they show antagonism

toward the husband, ana this antagonism not infrequently
terminates in an attacK on the penis of the husband.
'l'his attacK genera11y is caused by the womans envy of
the man, herself unconsciously wishing she were of the
opposite sex.

After this revenge has reached it's

peak, the woman sinks into a schizophrenic state which
is represented by a variety of reactions; catatonic
forms, severe schizophrenic excitements, paranoid
types, etc. 18
The writer of this paper places it solely to the
discretion or the reader to give credit to or to discredit this theory of Dr. Zilboorg's concerning postpartum schizophrenia.

It is an undisputed fact though,

that in many cases, the occasion of child delivery and
the later mental state of the mother, do appear to be
closely re1a ted.

18

Ibid.
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An extensive amount of study has been carried
out by Dorcus and Shaffer in checking the physiological
changes found in the schizophrenic patients.

These

studies corre1a-ce very closely vv.I. th "the theories
expressed by Kra.eplin when he emphasized "that the
"tendency for the onse"t of the schizophrenic disorder
was associated wi "th mens-cruation, pregnancy and "the
ciimateric. 19 From "the resuits or the studies by
Darcus and Shaffer, it has been found tha"t the
schizophrene not only suffers from a state of aplasia
of "the circu1atory system, but a1so, changes take
place in the thyroid, adrenals and the gonads.

In

the hebephrenic schizophrene, "the heart is one third
sma11er than the norm.al heart ani the adrenal aHd
thyroid are atrophied, while in the paranoid type the
heart weigh"t is greater than normal and the adrenal
and thyroid may show over development.

It is inter~sting

to note that these changes which have all been mentioned
have all taken place in organs su.ch as the thyroid,
adrenals, gonads, etc., all or which are connected

19

the American Psychiatric Association, One
Hundred Years Of American Psycnia"try--l844-197Jir"
(New York: Columbia university Press, 1944), p. G48.
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closely with the emotional life and are under partial
control of tne autonomic nervous system. 20 Both the
regressions and the compensations which we find in the
hebephrenic and the paranoid respectively, may be
considered as chiefly emotional, but whether the
physical changes cause the emotional reactions or
the emotional reactions cause the physical changes,
psychiatrists are still uneasy to say.

The point or

view which is held in the highest esteem toaay 1s that

ta.Ken by Adolph Meyer, that schizophrenia is the
result of the failure of an individual to make an
;::a
adequate adjustment to his environment.
It is the
end result or graaua11y accumulating fau1ty habit
reactions.

'l'ha t

the reactions may be conditioned or

influenced by heredity, failures of the endocrine
system to function properly or any other factors is
not denied, but the foundation of the disorder is
the fonnat1on or vicious mental habits. 22
20

Roy Dorcus am Wilson Shaffer, Abnormal Ps~chology
( Baltimore: The Williams And Wilkins Company, 19 4),
p. 241.
21
22

Ibid.
Ibid. p. 241-242.
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The question regarding whe-cher or not environment
might

be

conducive -co schizophrenia has been and still

is a major question.

In 1933, Drs. Bowman and Kasanin

studied 151 cases or schizophrenia from the psychiatric,
psychological, physical and social angles.

After they

had made this study, they made a coae sheet, in whicn
all "the important findings were "tabulated.

In going

over the results of their material, it is striKing to
see the great variety of symptoms shown in cases
labeled schizophrenic, and the extreme variations
1n the pre-psychotic persona11ty.

'!'he environmental

situation has shown "the same variation.

In some

cases there seemed to be very obvious environmental
factors which had to do with the precipitation of
the psychoses, whereas in others, no such factors
were elicited.

'rhe age or the onset and "the manner

in which "the psychosis appeared, also showed the same
lacK or uniformity.

In some cases, there was a sudden,

1nnned1ate precipitation of an acute psychosis whereas
1n other cases "there was a gradual insiduous onset, so
tha"t it was impossible -co assign any definite age for
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the appearance of the disorder. G3

City life as

opposed to rural life 1s known to have a decided
influence on the powers of adjustment, a fact shown
by figures of admission to mental hospi ta1s.

'rhe

civi1 conditions of being single, married, widowed, or
divorced, are also important underlying factors.
There seems to be a greater psychosis ratio 1n unmarried rather than married individuals.

Also, there

is a relatively high percentage or women with paresis
in the widowed or divorced groups, and a high percentage of schizophrenia in the single group.

G4

Faris and Dunham noted during treatment of small
groups of schizophrenics, that they had frequently
been deprived or one parent early in life.

Another

fact a1so noted, was that the family home was usually
marked unstable, torn by family schisms and constant
emotional turmoil, and frequently patterned according

23

Karl Bowman and Jacob Kasanin, "Constitutional
Schizophrenia, 'rhe American Journal of Psychiatry, XC
(June, 19~), p. 645.
11

G4

Robert Faris and H. Dunham, Mental Disorders
In Urban Areas (Chicago: 'rhe University or Chicago
Press, 1939), p. 9b.
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to the whims of grossly eccentric and abnormal persona1ities. 25 This led Drs. Kuth and Theodore Lidz to
carry out scientific observations with patients they
were worl<.ing with.

'l'hey checked all cases and put

them into one of five categories.

'fhese categories

were as follows: 26
l.

G.
3.
4.

5.

Deprivation of a parent prior to the nineteenth
birthday.
Chronic instability of a parent or foster parent.
Chronic hostility or friction between parents.
Serious deviations from cu1tura1 norms in the
child's rearing.
Mental illness in the family tree.

In this research, the life histories of fifty patients
who had become manifestly schizophrenic prior to the
age of twenty-one were studied to evaluate ~he nature
of their family environment.

In the case histories,

they round that twenty of the patients had lost a
parent by death or separation prior to "the nineteenth
birthday; in nine cases, this loss was due to serious
emotional illness of one parent.

From thirty-three or

"these cases, there were twenty for Whom there were
adequate data to show ~hat they had parents who were

25

Ibid.

G6

Ruth and 'l'heodore Lidz, "The Family Environment
Of Schizophrenic Patients," The American Journal or
P~v~hi::i..trv.

CVI ( .T~m,::i.l"V. 19'50'T. b. :33~.
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c1early incompatible.

Twenty-three ot these cases had

at 1east one parent who was grossly unstable.

Eighteen

patients were raised in a manner which was cl9arly
bizarre or deleterious according to conventional
standards.

Only five or the titty patients could be

said to have come trom reasonably stable homes in
wh1eh they had been raised by two stable and compatible

parents according to fairly acceptable principles or
child rearing, until the patient was eighteen years
or age.

The large majority were impeded by mu1tip1e

deleterious influences which were chronically present
or frequently recurrent.

Paternal influence was harmful
as frequently as the maternal 1ntluence.G7
It is an undeniable tact that most or man's behavior
is adaptive.

In other words, it only serves to maintain

his constant states.

It is possible to find that even

the delusion or an insane person may be his·methoa or
keeping himself intact.

A patient in an unknown

clinic, Who was diagnosed as suffering from schizophrenia,
once remarked,

•i

Sch! zophrenia is not a disease, but

a cure. " He meant tba. t the strange behavior he exhibits
27

Ibid.
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is his detachment from the affairs of the world and
his indifference to his family and friends were his
own way of meeting his troubles. 28
Otto Rank, Freud's associate in the clinic in
Vienna has put forth an elaborate hypothesis concerning
tne effects of childbirth on the personality of the
child.

According to Rank, the very experience or

being born 1eaves its marK on the natures of ail
persons.

On the occasion or birth, the child leaves

the protection or the womb, which is a sudden ana
tremendous change in his preceeding comp1acent and
quiet life.

'l'he passage in-co the outer wor1d bombards

him with unknown stimuli and "therefore he is pu-c into
a state or acute distress, and according to Hank, he
is filled with a desire to re~urn to his haven.

In

1ater years, whenever the world is too much for him,
this desire for return comes over him and is a strong
unconscious interest.

This interest may be the

exp1ana-cion for the withdrawal or the schizophrenic
patient from the world am its affairs, which desire
often ends in his lying in bed and refusing to attend
28

Dereus and Shaffer, loc. cit.
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what goes on around him. 29
Much skepticism has been voiced concerning this
theory o! causation, for several reasons.

First, it

is not believed that the child could possibly have a
desire of return to the womb, until he had already
had an experience of such a return.

A search through

all medical books, medical reports and medical records
could probably be made without finding a single case
describing the new born infant trying in any degree,
to return to the womb.

There is no doubt that the

experience or birth is an exciting one.

But, even

this, we are 11Kely to exaggerate immensely, because
we .Know that new born infants are remarKably insensitive
to pain, and minor operations without an anesthetic
can be performed on them without resulting in excitement
or struggle.
A major problem of society at the present time
centers upon the possibility that schizophrenia might
be a result ot inherited faculties which have been
passed down from the ancestral lineage.

Louis

29
Edwin Guthrie, The Psychology of Human Conflict
(Harper and Brothers Publishers, New York: 1938}, p. 136.

Dublin anct Marimer Spiegelman states that;
"• •• current opinion is that mental disease is
not directly inherited, but that some predisposing
factor can be passed on. Parents with a mental
disorder are more likely than others to have
mentally 111 children, probably because the home
in which the children are raised is conducive to
its dave1opment."3U
At present, information as to the appearance or
schizophrenia among the offspring of schizophrenics
is meager.

Sheldon Reed contends that an estimate as

to the frequency or affected offspring when one parent
has the disease is perhaps one-sixth and when both
parents have it, the frequency is one-halt.31 Reed
concludes by saying that;
11

'l'he evidence from all the careful studies to
date indicates very clearly that the closer the
genetic relationship to the schizophrenic patient,
the greater the chance of developing the disease.
The most reasonable interpretation of this fact
is that schizophrenia has a genetic basis and
that the expression of the heredity is subject to
the total environment encountered. Fortunately,
the environment can be improved in some cases
30

Louis I. Dublin and Marimer Spiegelman, The Facts
Of Life From Birth To Death (New York: 'l1he MacmiITan
Book Company, 1951);-p. 317.
31

Sheldon
(Philadelphia:

c.
w.

Reed, Counseling In Medical Genetics
B. Saunders company, 1955), p. 205.
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and the patient gets we11. Furthermore, a
proper understanding of the physiologic and
psychologic environment may at some time a1low
us to preventrthe disease from appearing in the
first place.If~
An appropriate conclusion to this report can
probably be made by designating a number or danger
signals or schizophrenia in young people.

All of

us, including our youth, have only one life to live,
so why not help to direct that life to a useful and
fruitful end?

··we hold these truths to be self evident,

that all men are created equal, u33 are words that have
thrilled the hearts<$. Americans through the past
decades since that great American first spoKe them.
But are all men equal, 1! our state hospitals hoLd
such a high ratio of mentaL patients'?

Definitely

not--therefore, it is tne duty of our teachers, to
help emancipate the r-resent carefree children, who
possibly are potential schizophrenes, from that dreaded,
ravishing disease, which has such dire effects uron
probably the most important part of the human body--che human mind.
32

Ibid., pp. ~04-~05.

33

'J his statement was ta.Ken from -che "Gettysburg
Address which was given by Abraham Lincoln on November
19. l8b3. at Gettvsbur~. Pennsvivania.
1
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when a young person becomes restless, irritable,
tires easily, has headaches and insomnia and finds

it

difficult to concentrate on any task or line of thought,
he should have a very careful mental and physical
examination by a competent authority.

If he is in

school, his weakness may show in loss of interest
and inability to study.

Other characteristic early signs

and symptoms denoting a change in the personality, are
queer, odd, peculiar, incongruous, and non-understandable
thoughts, interests and actions.

Disharmony between

interests, habits and thoughts with a tendency to
discrepancy between ambition and concrete performance,
blunting or dilapidation of interest, scattered or
erratic attention ana social indifference; poor
adjustment to actuality with compensatory peculiar
daydreams and phantasies--often tinctured with
religion; distorted hypochondriacal or peculiar
sensations connected with various somatic organs;
tendency to think too highly of his own capacity and
yet unwillingness to recognize growing defects in
judgment and inability to measure up to expectations;
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fault finding and escape reactions from the job at
hand; usually inte1lectua11y capable but emotionally
and volitionally unequal to the task at hand.
As the disorder progresses, there develops
passivity feelings, i.e., feelings of being forced
to think or do things by outside agents.

Thus, he may

feel that he is forced or driven on to do or say
things, that he is hypnotized or that he is under the
influence of mystic powers.

This 1eads to fantastic

delusion formations and hallucinations, such as
imagining that he hears his name ca11ed when no one
1s present.

There comes evinced increasing misin-

terpretation of naive situations reading unwarranted
meanings into things and increasing suspicion with
delusion of reference or persecution.
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